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Cyber Grooming

Definition
•sexual abuse of a child via internet
•"hands-on" offences and "hands-off" offences

Reports
• links to pornographic sites
•Questions like "Have you ever..." 
•meeting
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Cyber Grooming

1) Types of victims

2) Types of offenders

3) the grooming process 
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Types of victims

•broken homes

•revealing pictures

•random choice
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Types of offenders

•child pornography

•soon abuse / (single) „hands-on“

•„intimacy-seeking“
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GROOMING PROCESS
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selection & contact       preparation          sexualisation          perpetuation

Number and stages of the phases vary in the literature.
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Selection
•appearance
•profile
•target
•opportunity
•vulnerability

target 
target 

Contact
•games
•nice words
•emoticons 
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 preparation 
•preferences, fears, and wishes

•trust 

•financial or material means 

•close bond

•isolating 

target 
target 
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sexualisation
•desensitising

•intimate questions

•(child) pornography

•seemingly inconspicuously touching 

•manipulation

target 
target 
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target 
target 

perpetuation
•maintaining the possibility of abuse
•preventing a possible discovery

•reinforcing favours 
•childlike love and affection 
•threatening scenario 
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Prevention
•As early as possible

•Latest in the 
preparatory phase

target 
target 

Repression
•traceability 

•harmless ↔ worthy of 
punishment



EU harmonisation 

Directive 2011/93/EU
•proposal, by means of information and 
communication technology, by an adult to meet a 
child who has not reached the age of sexual consent 
for the purpose of committing specific acts of abuse

•an attempt, by an adult soliciting…
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EU harmonisation 

Draft EU regulation COM(2022) 209
•block illegal content

•risk analysis 

•detect and report online child sexual abuse
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Conclusion

•cyber grooming needs to be limited and prevented

•practice: functionality of the software

•false positives

•protection of children ↔ data protecting
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target 

Thank you for your attention!

Questions?


